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RISING COSTS EXCEED REVENUE INCREASES IN PHYSICIAN PRACTICES

Organizations, including ASCA, that jointly represent more than 
one million physician and nonphysician healthcare professionals 
are urging Congress to mitigate proposed 2023 Medicare rate 
reductions. The Surgical Care Coalition says the cuts could go 
as high as 8.5% in 2023 if an approximately 4.5% cut included in 
the proposed 2023 Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (MPFS) and 
a 4% across-the-board PAYGO cut both take effect as scheduled. 

In a letter to key members of Congress, these organizations say 
that, coupled with the reinstatement of 2% sequestration cuts 
that took effect this July, the payment cuts threaten Medicare 
beneficiaries’ timely access to essential healthcare services. They 
also say “These year-over-year cuts clearly demonstrate that the
Medicare physician payment system is broken” and offer to work 
with Congress to identify short- and long-term policy solutions. 

ASCA also submitted formal comments on the MPFS proposed 
rule to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. Solutions to 
the Medicare cuts were a primary focus, but ASCA also 
commented on several other proposed policies and opposed 
setting an office rate for cataract surgeries.

Join the Society for Ambulatory Anesthesia (SAMBA) for its 
ASC Medical Directors & Leaders Summit at Caesars 
Palace in Las Vegas, January 13–14, 2023. More 
information coming soon.

The SAMBA meeting runs concurrently with ASCA’s 2023 
Winter Seminar, also at Caesars Palace, January 12–14, 
2023. Encourage your ASC’s coding and billing staff and 
your ASC’s current and future administrators to sign up. 

While physician provider productivity rose 10% 
year over year, revenue per provider and 
providers’ salaries have not risen at nearly the 
same pace.
Operating costs, largely driven by labor expenses, 
continue to rise and have reached their highest 
level in the last six quarters.

Net patient revenue in physician practices across the 
country increased slightly in Q2 2022 from Q1 levels 
but was outpaced by growing operating expenses, 
according to a Physician Flash Report issued by 
management consulting firm Kaufman Hall in July. 
Other findings: 

The report is based on data from more than 200,000 
physicians and advanced practice providers in more 
than 100 specialties.
.
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JOIN SAMBA AND ASCA IN LAS 
VEGAS THIS JANUARY

 

SAVE THE DATE TO 
ADVOCATE FOR ASCS

ASCA is pleased to announce that after almost 
three years, National Advocacy Day will  
recommence in spring 2023. Details about 
registration and the event schedule will be 
announced soon.

The Net Patient Revenue per Provider Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) increased 1% across 
all specialty cohorts from Q1 to Q2 2022. The Surgical Specialty experienced the 
biggest increase of 7.5% to $412,170 over this period.

Source: Kaufman Hall Physician Flash Report, July 2022
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